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Utilization  of  unexploited  channel  spacing  provided  between  two  optical  channels  transporting  10  Gbps
data to  transmit  three  RF channels  carrying  2  Gbps  wireless  data  at the  same  time  over  a  standard  sin-
ccepted 15 April 2012

oF system
xternal Mach Zehnder Modulator (MZM)
odulator’s nonlinearity

iber dispersion

gle  mode  fiber  (SSMF)  of  50  km  is projected.  In  this  proposed  integrated  RoF  system,  the  simultaneous
transmission  of  optical-  and  RF-channels  is  demonstrated  in  the  pre-installed  SSMF  infrastructure  in con-
junction  with  minimum  degradation  due  to  the  nonlinearity  of  the external  integrated  modulator  and
the  fading  problem  due  to  the  fiber  dispersion.  The  projected  integrated  RoF  system  is  experimental  with
acceptable  BER  for  both  the  signals  and  consequently,  provided  high  channel  allocation  capability.

© 2012 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

To provide multiple data-intensive multimedia and real-time
ervices, the prospective broadband wired and wireless access
etworks stipulate large bandwidths and high data rates. Envi-
bly, it is prefer to transmit the optical and radio-frequency
RF) signals simultaneously to each base station (BS) in the pre-
nstalled SMF  infrastructure without interference of existing fiber
etwork using a promising technology – radio over fiber (RoF)
echnology. In RoF systems, complicated signal manipulation func-
ions and handover protocols are centralized in the central office
CO), while BSs only deal with optical to electric conversion and
ntenna switching. To draw down the cost of such RoF systems
rafting feasible and inexpensive operations, several cost-effective
oexisting wired and wireless data configurations in optical fiber
ommunication systems have been discussed [1–7]. Many of these
roposed schemes frequently utilize different wavelength carri-
rs or subcarriers to afford different services using narrow band
ptical filter or inter-leaver to separate different signals in each
S. But the unused channel spacing provided between the two
ptical channels to transmit wireless data in the pre-installed

SMF infrastructure is not reported in the earlier work. Accord-
ngly, in this paper, we demonstrated the transmission of two
0 Gbps optical- and three 2 Gbps RF-channels over a SSMF at the
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same time by means of a single optical coupler at CO as shown
in Fig. 1 using the unexploited optical channel-spacing together
with minimum degradation due to the nonlinearity of the exter-
nal integrated modulator and the fading problem due to the fiber
dispersion.

2. Experimental setup and discussion

A significant advantage of the optical generation of high
frequency electrical signals is the ease by which they can be dis-
tributed using optical fiber, without significant loss, over much
greater distance than by using conventional electrical cables or
waveguides. An optically generated millimeter wave requires two
coherent subcarriers to beat desired radio frequency. The two sub-
carriers can be double-sideband (DSB) or single-sideband (SSB),
where only one subcarrier is modulated and therefore more tol-
erant to fiber chromatic dispersion [8,9]. In our integrated RoF
system, the optical single sideband (OSSB) millimeter wave is
deployed to overcome the fading problem due to fiber disper-
sion using an external integrated dual electrode MZM  modulator
with a phase shifter to carry 2 Gbps BPSK modulated data at
15, 20 and 25 GHz and optically modulated at 1549.25, 1549.50
1549.75 nm respectively. To generate an optical SSB modulated
signal in conjunction with negligible non-linearity of external

modulator, both RF electrodes of the external modulator are
driven with a phase difference of �A − �B = �/2  and is biased
at quadrature, i.e. � = �/2, which is defined as the mid-point
of the normalized spread of the transfer function of MZM  and
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the proposed scheme to transmit wired and wireless data simultaneously.

Fig. 2. Simultaneous optical- and RF-channel transmission at laser spectral width
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Fig. 3. Back to back RF transmitted bit sequence at 2 Gbps BPSK- and optical-
f  10 MHz  after 50 km with fiber nonlinearity.

pplying an RF signal of 15–25 GHz with a drive level of
.45V� [9]. The offset voltage of the external modulator cor-
esponding to the zero phase retardation in the absence of
ny electric field is 0 V, preferably. But, frequently, external
odulators become slightly unbalanced in the absence of any

pplied electric field. Thus, we have applied a biasing voltage
f 5 V to compensate the offset in DEMZM modulator. After
eneration of SSB-RF signals by means of an external inte-
rated modulator, these three wireless channels transporting

 Gbps BPSK modulated data are embedded into the chan-
el spacing of two optical channels transmitted at 1549 nm
nd 1550 nm with channel spacing of 1 nm carrying 10 Gbps
ired data. These five composite channels transporting wired-

nd wireless-data are then, transmitted together over SSMF of
0 km optical length with D = 17 ps/km/nm by means of a sin-
le optical coupler as shown in Fig. 2. The wireless transceiver
n the BS remains as simple as in the conventional RoF
ystem.

For demodulation, RF signals separated by using filters are
irectly detected by a photo-detector as shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

mplified and then, retransmitted into air through an antenna
odule. The wireless reception can be accomplished by using

 horn antenna located at few distance away with self-mixing

modulated with laser spectral width of 10 MHz  at (a) 15 GHz  – 1549.25 nm, (b)
20 GHz – 1549.50 nm and (c) 25 GHz – 1549.75 nm.
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Fig. 4. RF transmitted bit sequence at 2 Gbps BPSK- and optical-modulated with
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Fig. 5. Eye diagrams of RF channels with laser spectral width of 10 MHz  of (a) 15 GHz,
(b) 20 GHz, (c) 25 GHz at 2 Gbps optically modulated at 1549.25, 1549.5, 1549.75 nm
respectively without fiber nonlinearity after 50 km fiber length.
aser  spectral width of 10 MHz  at (a) 15 GHz – 1549.25 nm,  (b) 20 GHz – 1549.50 nm
nd (c) 25 GHz – 1549.75 nm after 50 km.

nd low-pass-filtering scheme. Simultaneously, the wired 10 Gbps
ptical channels can be retrieved after a broadband opti-
al filter with consequent photo-detectors and subsequently
etrieved by a 10 Gbps delay interferometer to obtain the
ransmitted bit sequence. Both demodulated wired and wire-
ess data are sent to an oscilloscope to weigh up the system
erformance.

Figs. 5–9 depict eye diagrams for wired and wireless signals
fter optical length of 50 km at laser spectral width varying from
0 MHz  to 100 kHz with and without in view of the fiber nonlin-
arity and screening a clear signal eye opening with acceptable
ER for both signals. The performance Q-parameter is calculated
s 25.03 dB, 22.8 dB, 24.78 dB of RF channels with laser spectral
idth of 10 MHz  of 15 GHz, 20 GHz, 25 GHz at 2 Gbps after 50 km
ber length optically modulated at 1549.25, 1549.5, 1549.75 nm

espectively without considering the fiber nonlinearity. On the
ther hand, in view of the fiber nonlinearity, the value of per-
ormance Q-parameter is reduced to 24.64 dB, 21.65 dB, 24.75 dB
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Fig. 7. Eye diagrams of RF channels with laser spectral width of 100 kHz of (a)
ig. 6. Eye diagrams of RF channels with laser spectral width of 10 MHz  of (a) 15 GHz,
b)  20 GHz, (c) 25 GHz at 2 Gbps optically modulated at 1549.25, 1549.5, 1549.75 nm
espectively with fiber nonlinearity after 50 km fiber length.

espectively of RF channels. The performance of this integrated
oF system can be augmented by reducing the laser spectral

idth to 100 kHz as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Expansion in eye

pening of RF signals can be clearly seen by comparing the eye
iagrams of Figs. 7 and 8 which depicts that the performance of
15  GHz, (b) 20 GHz, (c) 25 GHz at 2 Gbps optically modulated at 1549.25, 1549.5,
1549.75 nm respectively without fiber nonlinearity after 50 km fiber length.

OSSB-RoF transmission systems can be augmented in conjunc-
tion with maximum reduction of intensity noise by reducing the
laser spectral width. By applying fiber nonlinearity controlling
techniques, more wireless channels can be embedded into the
optical channel spacing of 1 nm to further improve the channel
allocation capability of this integrated RoF system. The optical
channels of 1549 nm and 1550 nm respectively are also received

with acceptable Q-parameter after 50 km of optical length along
with the successful reception of three RF channels as shown in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Eye diagrams of RF channels with laser spectral width of 100 kHz of (a)
15  GHz, (b) 20 GHz, (c) 25 GHz at 2 Gbps optically modulated at 1549.25, 1549.5,
1549.75 nm respectively without fiber nonlinearity after 50 km fiber length.

Fig. 9. Eye diagrams of optical channels with laser spectral width of 10 MHz  at (a)

[
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[

1549 nm and (b) 1550 nm after optical length of 50 km respectively.

3. Conclusion

In this work, the transmission of three RF channels trans-
porting 2 Gbps BPSK modulated wireless data is demonstrated
successfully using the unused channel spacing provided between
the two optical channels carrying 10 Gbps wired data in the
pre-installed SMF  infrastructure of fiber length of 50 km.  The
spectral efficiency property of this scheme makes this inte-
grated RoF system easily scalable to DWDM systems and thus,
provides high channel allocation capability in conjunction with
minimum degradation due to the nonlinearity of the exter-
nal integrated modulator and the fading problem due to the
fiber dispersion. Furthermore, the simultaneous transmission of
optical- and RF-channels at different laser spectral width with-
and without-considering fiber non-linearity is also reported in this
work.
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